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Reserve these books
New in April 2013
Notes from Ghost Town by Kate Ellison
"Young artist Olivia Tithe struggles to keep her sanity as she unravels the mystery of her first love's death through
his ghostly visits"--Provided by publisher.
Escape Theory by Margaux Froley
Bound by her oath of confidentiality and tortured by unrequited love, sixteen-year-old Devon, a peer counselor at a
prestigious California boarding school, finds herself on a solitary mission to get to the bottom of a popular student's
apparent suicide.
Mojo by Tim Tharp
"A boy who feels powerless in his own life sets out to investigate the mystery of a missing high school girl in his
town, who attends an elite private high school very unlike his own"--Provided by publisher.
The Ruining by Anna Collomore
Still feeling guilty over the death of her little sister leaves eighteen-year-old Annie vulnerable when she takes a
nanny job in beautiful Marin County, California, and meets her very controlling employer.
New in March 2013
What We Saw a Night by Jacqueline Mitchard
After glimpsing an older man in a room with a dead girl, sixteen-year-old Allie, who has a life-threatening allergy to
sunlight, discovers she is the lone key to stopping a serial killer.
Unraveling by Elizabeth Norris
"If Janelle Tenner wants to avenge her father's death and stop the end of the world, she's going to need to uncover
Ben's secrets--and keep from falling in love with him in the process"--Provided by publisher.
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New in February 2013
Crusher by Niall Leonard
After he discovers his father murdered, Finn, now the prime suspect, scours the London underworld, exposing
secrets and facing danger, to determine the true killer.
The Madness Underneath by Maureen Johnson (Shades of London, 2)
"After her near-fatal run-in with the Jack the Ripper copycat, Rory Devereaux is back in London to help solve a new
string of inexplicable deaths plaguing the city"--Provided by publisher.
The Dead and Buried by Kim Harrington
New student Jade uncovers a murder mystery when she moves into a house haunted by the ghost of a beautiful,
mean girl who ruled Jade's high school.
Cross My Heart, Hope to Die by Sara Shepard (Lying Game novel)
Watching from beyond the grave while her long-lost identical twin, Emma, assumes her identity, Sutton Mercer
witnesses the discovery of a dark family secret and realizes that someone from Emma's past may be her own killer.
New in January 2013
Black Ice by Andrew Lane
In 1868, teenaged Sherlock Holmes faces danger in a train station for the dead, a museum of curiousities, and
downtown Moscow as he helps his brother, Mycroft, who has been framed for murder.
Kiki Strike: The Darkness Dwellers by Kirsten Miller
While Kiki Strike is in Paris trying to stop her evil cousin, the princess Sidonia, from all sorts of terrible deeds, it is
up to Ananka and the other Irregulars help Kiki find the cure for baldness, foil the evil plans of Oona's twin, and
keep Ananka herself from falling in love with wrong young man.
Shadowlands by Kate Brian
"Rory, a girl in witness protection, thinks the serial killer she turned in has found her and is killing people around
her. But as she investigates, she discovers a dark, disturbing truth about her new hometown"-- Provided by
publisher.
The Lies That Bind by Lisa and Laura Roecker
When a popular girl goes missing at elite Pemberton Brown Academy, Kate feels she owes it to her friend Grace's
memory to find out what happened, even if that means getting close to Bradley, a member of one of the secret
societies Kate holds responsible.
Janie Face to Face by Carolyn Cooney
At college in New York City, Janie Johnson, aka Jennie Spring, seems to have successfully left behind her past as
"The face on the milk carton," but soon she, her families, and friends are pursued by a true-crime writer who wants
their help in telling her kidnapper's tale.
New in December 2012
Dead Cat Bounce by Nic Bennett
When his banker father is blamed for the world's greatest financial crisis, sixteen-year-old Jonah, a financial
prodigy, races to uncover the truth and save the world.
New in October 2012
The Girl Is Trouble by Kathryn Miller Haines
Late 1942 in New York City finds fifteen-year-old Iris helping more with her father's detective business, as long as
she follows his rules and learns his techniques, but her investigation into her mother's supposed suicide gets Iris in
big trouble--and not just with her father.
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Confessions of a Murder Suspect by James Patterson
Tandy Angel is, along with her brothers, a suspect in their parents' murder but having grown up under Malcolm and
Maud Angel's perfectionist demands, Tandy decides she must clear the family name no matter what.
Lindsay Lost by Suzanne Marie Philips
Although he may have been the last person to see his sister, Micah cannot remember what happened the day she
disappeared.
Burning Blue by Paul Griffen
When beautiful, smart Nicole, disfigured by acid thrown in her face, and computer hacker Jay meet in the school
psychologist's office, they become friends and Jay resolves to find her attacker.
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